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“Which lighting design
software should I use?” That’s
a question that is commonly
heard around the industry.
Chuck Dillingham, director of
lighting operations at TMG
Production Services in
Nashville, Tennessee, posted
on Facebook in response to
that question that Vectorworks
is “the standard for
entertainment lighting design.”
Judging by the number of
shows that are plotted using
Vectorworks and the
comments that are often heard
and read online, many people
agree. 

Of course, there is no standard
for lighting design software, at
least not in the true sense of the
word, but Vectorworks is
certainly one of the more popular
and well-regarded programs.
Still, as popular as it is among
entertainment lighting
professionals, there is a lot of
competition. The pressure to
innovate and move the product
forward is compelling, which is
why Nemetschek, the developer
of Vectorworks, releases a new
version every year, typically with
substantial improvements.

The latest version, 2015, was
released in September 2014,
and it boasts “more than 100
updates and improvements,”
among which are a jump from
32-bit to 64-bit software, and
improvements to the
Vectorworks Graphics module.
I’m not sure all 100+ updates
apply to live event production,
but everybody loves a bump in
speed, which is what the 64-bit
update is all about.

You have may have
experienced the difference
between a 32-bit operating
system and a 64-bit operating
system if you are a Windows
user. When I installed Windows 7
a few years ago and I was faced
with the choice of going with the
32-bit version or the 64-bit
version, naturally I chose 64 bits.
Why wouldn’t you? 64 bits has to

be better than 32 bits, right? But 
I didn’t notice any appreciable
change, and I soon found out
why. The difference between the
32-bit operating system and the
64-bit OS is how much RAM can
be accessed. With 32 bits, you
can install as much RAM as the
computer will allow, but you can
only use 4 gigabytes (232 =
4,294,967,296), while 64 bits in
theory allows you to access
more than your computer has
the ability to hold (264 works 
out at over 1,840,000 terabytes).
In practice, Windows limits the
64-bit OS to only 192GB of RAM.
So unless you have more than
4GB of RAM, it doesn’t greatly
affect you, at least not in
Windows.

But it turns out that there are
more benefits you get from 
a 64-bit system. According to
Jason Fitzpatrick of How-to-
Geek (www.howtogeek.com), 
a 64-bit OS makes more efficient
use of RAM and also allows the
computer to allocate more virtual
memory (up to 8TB as opposed
to 2GB with a 32-bit OS). How
does that translate in
Vectorworks 2015?

According to Kevin Lee Allen,
who is a production designer, set
designer, lighting designer,
producer, and author of
Vectorworks for Entertainment
Design: Using Vectorworks to
Design and Document Scenery,
Lighting, and Sound, he has
seen improvements in speed
both in rendering time and when
handling large files. It has
“seriously cut back on my time
for coffee,” he said in his blog.

Allen’s experience is typical,
says Nemetschek’s Kevin Linzey.
“Most users are reporting 2015
to be faster regardless of the file
size. The 64-bit code sped up
some internal calculations and
allowed us to use more efficient
64-bit libraries.” 

And in the process of
converting the code, it gave the
software engineers the

opportunity to tune it up. “Many
of the performance
improvements,” he said, “are not
directly from using 64 bits but
are improvements we achieved
when the code was converted to
64-bit.

The rendering capabilities in
the Vectorworks package are
truly amazing, as evidenced by
some of the renderings I’ve seen
lately, thanks to Renderworks’
use of the Cinema 4D render
engine. They also worked on the
Vectorworks Graphics Module,
and a result, there are numerous
incremental improvements that
add to your presentations.
Combine that with the addition of
new Spotlight objects, PDF
integration, support for STEP
files, and more, and it amounts
to a significant upgrade. 

You can read more about the
all of the improvements on the
Nemetschek website, but here is
the short version:

1. New Spotlight objects include
variations of stairs, platforms,
and ramps with details like
edging, legs, bracing, and
casters, as well as an
adjustable-height Stage Lift
(Genie tower) object. I’ve never
seen an adjustable-height tower
in a software design package
and it’s a welcome addition.

2. Improvements to existing
Spotlight objects include
additional mounting and
orientation options for the
Speaker Array object,
enhancements to the Video
Screen, Blended Screen,
Blended Projector, Television,
and LED Screen objects, as well
as improvement to the Soft
Goods object, the beam angle,
field angle, and centreline of the
Lighting Device, and the Video,
Blended, Blended Projector,
Television, and LED Screens.

3. A new transition animation
smoothly takes you from one
view to another.

“The rendering
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4. The new 3D hatching makes it
easy to fill an area with hatching,
even on a 3D surface.

5. OpenGL improvements make
it easier to customise the style of
your presentation.

6. Renderworks Style Artistic
Edges allow you to overlay 
a variety of artistic edge effects
on top of a realistic-shaded
Renderworks rendering.

7. Improved PDF integration
allows you to make changes to
PDF files (like cropping) inside
the Vectorworks software.

8. Expanded support for file
importing and exporting
including support for STEP files
and SketchUp file including
textures.

9. DXF/DWG/DWF
improvements including import
enhancements to leader lines, line
types, and tables as worksheets,
as well as export features, like
interactive dimensions and
precision settings.

10. A new Deform Tool allows
you bend, taper, or bulge
objects.

You can learn more about
many of the new features in VW
2015 on their YouTube channel
(http://plasa.me/zwkeg). You
can also download a free trial
from the web address at the end
of this article and spend 30 days
evaluating it. 

While you’re at it, try the
free tutorials at
www.vectorworks.net,
getting-started-guides or, better
yet, buy Kevin Lee Allen’s book:
it’s a comprehensive study that
takes you from the basics of

drafting with Vectorworks
through the nitty gritty of the
Vectorworks environment,
document organisation,
Renderworks backgrounds and
textures, drawing and modeling,
modeling a venue and scenery,
sound design, lighting and more.
It also includes chapters about
using ESP Vision visualisation
software with Vectorworks, as
well as using Lightwright with
Vectorworks. If you’re a lighting
or scenic designer, programmer,
electrician, or technician, you
should have the skills taught in
this book, and there’s no better
start to acquiring them than
reading the book and following
the examples. 

There are many reasons why
Vectorworks is the lighting
design software tool of choice
among many professionals. The
tight integration with ESP Vision
and Lightwright are two of those
reasons. 

“For me,” Allen said, “it’s 
about the package. With the one
model, I can produce renderings
in VWX, light plots, scenic
drawings, and I can export and
work with Lightwright and ESP
Vision. The interactive data
exchange between Lightwright
and Vectorworks is terrific,
especially with the iPad version
of Lightwright 5. To me, that’s 
a serious advantage. I love ESP
Vision for rendering moments,
seeing and timing cues, 
pre-programming, and
collaboration. Every producer
should love Vision and VWX
because a designer and
programmer in a room should be
less expensive than time in the
theatre or venue.”

www.vectorworks.net/trial
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Vectorworks 2015 rendering for ‘Man of La Mancha’, set by Kate Blair.
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